Master of Science in Education Law

Textbook Information

Term: 201620/Fall 2015

Session Dates: September 28th – December 6th, 2015

Students are expected to have all textbooks prior to the start of the term.

MEDL 1030 Special Education Law

Required Text
Author: Mark Weber, Ralph Mawdsley & Sarah Redfield
Title: Special Education Law: Cases and Materials
Publisher: Lexis Nexis
ISBN: 9780769865065

Recommended Text
Author: Peter Wright and Pamela Darr Wright
Title: Wrightslaw: Special Education Law
Publisher: Harbor House Law Press
ISBN: 9781892320162

MEDL 2060 Higher Education Law

Author: William A. Kaplin and Barbara A. Lee
Title: The Law of Higher Education
Edition/Year: Fifth/2014
Publisher: Jossey-Bass
ISBN: 9781118036624

Continued
MLAW 1020 Legal Research and Writing

**Required Text**

Author: Michael D. Murray & Christy H. DeSanctis  
Title: Legal Research Methods  
Publisher: West Academic Publishing  
ISBN: 9781609302429

MLAW 1065 Tort and Contract Law

No textbook required.

MLAW 2090 Whistleblowers & Preventing Retaliation

Textbook information to be announced.

MLAW 3010 Alternative Dispute Resolution

Textbook information to be announced.

MLAW 3020 Individual Research Project Part 1 and MLAW 3021 Individual Research Project Part 2

**Required Texts** - Both are required for all sections.

Author: Eugene Volokh

Title: Academic Legal Writing: Law Review Articles, Student Notes, Seminar Papers and Getting on Law Review

Publisher: Foundation Press

ISBN: 9781599417509

AND

Author: Katie Rose Guest Pryal
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